College Presentation
What makes us so special?

WHY SHOULD YOU STUDY WITH US?
The Staffordshire Graduate

• Getting a Staffordshire degree will not only equip you with the real-world knowledge, academic skills and qualifications to hit the ground running in your chosen career

• It will also help you become an individual with the personal attitudes and expertise that today’s employers look for
Accreditation & Real World Expertise

The University’s close links with the:
  • industry
  • commerce
  • public sector
  • professionals

mean that its programmes are always up-to-date with the latest standards, requirements and trends
Lower Living Costs

The standard living expenses in Crete are much lower (i.e. rent, food, travel, entertainment, books etc) in relation to the UK.

An average monthly cost for accommodation and food is approximately 600€
Lower Fees

• MBS College of Crete charges students much lower fees than the university in the UK.

• At MBS College of Crete, the fees for all undergraduate programmes are 7,500€ per academic year.

• Respectively, in the UK the fees for all undergraduate degrees range from 9,285€ to 10,847€ for EU and 12,240€ to 14,380€ for non EU students per academic year.
Modern Campus and Facilities

MBS College of Crete has recently invested hugely on new campus facilities with spacious lecture rooms and state-of-the-art equipment.
Innovative Learning Support Methods

• MBS College of Crete provides its students with access to e-study, an electronic learning portal containing all the teaching material (lectures, seminars, notes etc).

• Additionally, students studying at MBS College of Crete have full access to more than 8.500 academic journals and 50.000 e-books via the University libraries and virtual learning portals.
Personalised Pastoral and Tutorial Support

- MBS College of Crete is dedicated to the provision of the highest possible quality at individual student level.

- Each student at MBS College of Crete is assigned to a personal tutor, responsible to provide academic and pastoral support.
Location

• Crete is one of the top holiday destinations in the world
• The location is ideal for combining work and pleasure
• Its climate is mild in the winter and warm in the summer, with average temperature 15 - 28°C
• It is sunny all year round
• The well-known Cretan hospitality, the beautiful beaches, unique historic sites and the famous Cretan diet, make Crete one of the most popular tourist destinations in the world
ACCREDITATIONS AND MEMBERSHIPS
• The intergovernmental Organization (IGO) formed in June 2011 under the guidelines and protocols of UN

• EDU was created aiming to provide international accreditation for higher learning institutions. Its aim is within the next 5 years to create a publicly accessible database of tertiary education/academic institutions

• MBS College - College of Crete was inspected and successfully certified by the British Accreditation Council as a suitable institution for offering higher education services

• It received excellent reviews on the quality of the studies, the facilities, the administration and the functionality of the College as a whole
• The National Recognition Information Centre for UK (NARIC) is responsible for providing the necessary information and advice concerning both professional and academic qualifications, not only in Britain but also in other countries.

• After the degree qualifications have been certified by NARIC, a certificate is awarded to each graduate respectively.

• The Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM) is world’s largest organization of professional marketers.

• It is based in UK with over 40,000 members worldwide.

• Its objective is to raise the status of marketing onto a more professional and strategic level around the world.
Undergraduate & Postgraduate

DEGREE PROGRAMMES
Undergraduate Degrees

- BA (HONS) BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
- BA (HONS) ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
- BSc (HONS) PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
- BSc (HONS) PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
- LLB (HONS) BACHELOR OF LAWS

Postgraduate Degrees

- MBA-MASTER IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (GENERAL)
- MBA-MASTER IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (FINANCE)
Apply NOW!
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(write your contact details)